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QUESTION 1

A company deploys the Azure Application Gateway Web Application Firewall (WAF) to protect their web applications.
Users in a remote office location report the following issues: 

1. 

Unable to access part of a web application. 

2. 

Part of the web application is failing to load. 

3. 

Parts of the web application has activities that are not performing as expected. 

4. 

You need to troubleshoot the issue. Which diagnostic log should you review? 

A. Performance 

B. Firewall 

C. Access 

D. Azure Activity 

Correct Answer: C 

Access log is the way to start checking for this type of issue - see my updated comments. 

 

QUESTION 2

A company connects their on-premises network by using Azure VPN Gateway. The on- premises environment includes
three VPN devices that separately tunnel to the gateway by using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). 

A new subnet should be unreachable from the on-premises network. 

You need to implement a solution. 

Solution: Configure subnet delegation. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

The proposed solution, which is to configure subnet delegation, does not meet the goal of making the new subnet
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unreachable from the on-premises network. Subnet delegation is a mechanism to delegate management of a subnet to
another 

resource such as a Network Virtual Appliance or a Service Endpoint. It does not provide any means to restrict or isolate
a subnet from the rest of the network. 

To meet the goal, you can use Network Security Groups (NSGs) to restrict traffic to and from the new subnet. NSGs
allow you to define inbound and outbound security rules that specify the type of traffic that is allowed or denied based
on 

different criteria such as source or destination IP address, protocol, port number, etc. By creating a custom NSG and
defining rules that deny traffic to and from the new subnet, you can effectively make that subnet unreachable from the
on-

premises network. 

Therefore, the correct answer is option B, "No". 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security-overview 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview 

 

QUESTION 3

A company uses an Azure Virtual Network (VNet) gateway named VNetGW1. VNetGW1 connects to a partner site by
using a site-to-site VPN connection with dynamic routing. 

The company observes that the VPN disconnects from time to time. 

You need to troubleshoot the cause for the disconnections. 

What should you verify? 

A. The partner\\'s VPN device and VNetGW1 are configured using the same shared key. 

B. The partner\\'s VPN device is configured for one VPN tunnel per subnet pair. 

C. The public IP address of the partner\\'s VPN device is configured in the local network gateway address space on
VNetGW1. 

D. The partner\\'s VPN device and VNetGW1 are configured with the same virtual network address space. 

Correct Answer: B 

To troubleshoot the cause for the VPN disconnections between VNetGW1 and the partner site, you should verify that
the partner\\'s VPN device is configured for one VPN tunnel per subnet pair. 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 
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A company uses Azure Backup Agent to back up specific files and folders from an on- premises virtual machine (VM). 

An administrator reports that the backup job is transferring files slowly. You determine that the backup job is verifying
changes in directories by scanning the entire volume. 

You need to determine the state of the backup job. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company uses an Azure VPN gateway to connect to their on-premises environment. 

The company\\'s on-premises VPN gateway is used by several services. One service is experiencing connectivity
issues. 
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You need to minimize downtime for all services and resolve the connectivity issue. 

Which three actions should you perform? 

A. Configure the hashing algorithm to be different on both gateways. 

B. Rest the VPN gateway. 

C. Configure the pre-shared key to be the same on the Azure VPN gateway and the on- premises VPN gateways. 

D. Rest the VPN connection. 

E. Configure the hashing algorithm to be the same on both gateways. 

F. Configure the pre-shared key to be different on the Azure VPN gateway and the on- premises VPN gateways. 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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